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I loved the cover that I devoured it first then devoured the book.The author didn't just pinked his pen and began writing, He very well researched the plot and he made a point to weave the facts and fiction so poignantly and dynamically that in-spite of many sub-plots it never irritated me. The book has ...READ MOREAnupama SensharmaSep,
20134Baramulla Bomber - a book that covers everything it says it does!When the book arrived at my doorstep for a tales pensieve giveaway, I took the book with mixed expectations. His first education on the mysteries of the universe came via Carl Sagan's Cosmos, and since then he never looked back on reading, watching and discussing about the
universe. The suspense is built right from the start. PLOT: 4/5 CHARACTERS: 4/5 WRITING STYLE: 3.5/5 CLIMAX: 3.5/5 ENTERTAINMENT QUOTIENT: 4/5 Spy thrillers are perhaps the most popular genres among people who are voracious readers. Even the dialogues could have been a bit more memorable and could have certainly done without the
extensive use of the ellipsis. A native of Baramulla myself, and an ardent lover of books, I wanted to lay my hands on the book as soon as it came in the market. It is part one of the Svastik Trilogy and deals with a combination of multiple subjects like Quantum Physics, the Vedas and even Cricket! The story starts with a meeting of different royal
descendants, a group known as the Cho Skyong. The story is rich in details and in good language. One might relate a bit to Da vinci code, but I must say India has found its own Dan Brown in Clark Prasad. The illustrations are good and it does seem that the author has put in a lot of meticulous effort in designing the details through the diagrams and
maps. Books like 'The Odessa File', ´Patriot Games', 'Coma', 'Not a Penny More not a Penny Less', and off-course 'Da-Vinci Code' are some of his favorite. Haider is a Kashmiri youngster with dreams of playing for the Indian cricket team whereas Adolf is a Swedish secret agent in search of answers regarding his predecessor’s death. The characters in
the book are always in the thick of action. However, Abhimanyu Kashyap drags himself out alive and promises to keep the secret alive. While the group discusses various events in the world as well as the Haider family, a blast rips apart and wipes out most of the group. There are other major characters, including India’s Home Minister, who are
involved in an extensive plot that could destroy the country and leave the world in a war-like situation. In fact, most of my childhood has been spent reading spy thrillers, courtesy the works of Robert Ludlum. While there are a lot of characters in the book, everyone is given ample time, ensuring that no character is wasted, including a brief
appearance from an air hostess! Just as no book can be perfect, there are a few flaws that the author may want to rectify in books 2 and 3. The characters are serious and well c...READ MORE5Credible Indian espionage thrillerThe author tackles multiple threads with ease and weaves them into one beautiful tapestry using wonderfully interconnected
threads. There are powerful men, maniac bombers, world powers at play to create a great calami...READ MOREReaders' MuseDec, 2013 While initially it was innovative and helped the reader understand where the particular event was occurring, having it at the beginning of every chapter was a bit too much. There have been many books in which the
plot lacks conviction as it is mostly superficial and does not explore to a greater depth. “Baramulla Bomber” by Clark Prasad (aka Suraj Prasad) is the first book (Eka) of Svastik trilogy with a Catchy title.Unlike others the author has not followed the old fashioned league and tried something extraordinary with a new genre comprising elements of
thriller and suspense. Although a sci-fi, the book has combined mythology with science, added a dash of sports and politics, with a hint of romance and spans throughout the globe. As far as cons go, the editing and flow are a bit choppy and can distract from the story a bit. Rarely have I come across an Indian author who has taken up writing an
espionage thriller. Ratings & Reviews4Marvelous!The name of the book being Baramulla Bomber, I was very intrigued by it when I came across its Facebook page. As a kid he wanted to be an archeologist or an astronaut, but fate had its own road.Apart of writing, travelling and hiking he is deeply involved in alumni related activities for his Alma
matter.Clark favorite authors are Robin Cook, Jeffery Archer, Robert Ludlum, Frederick Forsyth and Tom Clancy. But the baramulla bomber has everything it ever boasted of. At the heart of it, this is a story of an ancient divine weapon which has the potential to change the world as we know it. The lives of Mansur Haider, an up and coming cricketer
from Kashmir, his girlfriend Aahana Yajurvedi, Swedish intelligence officer Adolg Silfverskiold are inexplicably changed when they get involved with each other and with the weapon due to ...READ MORE4Action-packed quirky-witty head spinnerFirst you eat with eyes then you gobble down the food, right! Yes, it's just that with this amazing book
cover. Therefore, it was a pleasant surprise when I came across Clark Prasad’s “Baramulla Bomber”, which is, as advertised beneath the title, a science fiction espionage thriller. After my friend I completed it too and we both loved it.READ MOREDevnita GhoshCertified Buyer, KolkataMay, 20154Not the easiest read but well worth the effortReally
great concept! I always wondered why, with all the Indophiles around who harp about the ancient texts, we never see any impact from any of them in our daily life so it's awesome to read a book that explores that concept at some level. Also, the reader would become a little impatient with the number of images that are there in the book. Science
fiction, internation...READ MORE5Amazing screenplayI bought this book for a friend who likes the science friction. The story is racy, well researched, and packed with twists and turns. There is indeed a lot of intensity in the plot and makes you want to continue turning the pages to see where it all ends. In an age where almost all Indian writers are
writing on either of the two topics – mythology or romance –it was refreshing to read a sci-fi by an Indian author. Thankful to the angel called Suraj aka Clark Prasad, who sent me the book as an ARC and got my soul the peace it deserved. And the effective use of maps made me (a reader) understand the location of the situation ...READ MORE4Page
turner“In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and the word was God”. Perhaps it is because of the fact that there is not too much information regarding our security agencies when compared to the CIA or other such international agencies. Clark Prasad, alter ego of Suraj Prasad, could be called a mixed citizen. We meet Mansur
initially at the Af...READ MORE4BrilliantClark Prasad has delivered a power packed thriller. A really great start from...READ MORESid SugathanCertified Buyer, ErnakulamJan, 20144Multiple stories, weaved beautifully on the canvas converging towards the one end ...Baramulla Bomber is the sci-fi thriller revolving around the Kashmir crisis while
running around multiple dimensions of quantum physics, Vedas, Hindu religion, cricket, films, politics and so much. There is nothing like a good spy thriller to get your adrenaline flowing. If you are new fans of this genre, this book will give you a good opinion about the genre. For example, the entire story was loose, in the sense that it wasn’t as
gripping as a good plot as the Baramulla Bomber would have deserved. The writing makes us feel like we are watching a movie. It is a spy/espionage thriller with a hint of mythology, sci-fi and a good dose of twists and turns. But otherwise, the book is a very good read and it would be a refreshing change to what one would find in the Indian book’s
scene. The larger than life hero of our book is Mansur Haider, a small town guy with no ordinary dreams. Baramulla Bomber is a good, quick, and easy read. A story full of action with lots of twists and turns and lively, natural, spontaneous characters to keep the reader completely hooked...READ MORE4A good amalgamation of facts and fiction!Suraj
‘Clark’ Prasad’s debut novel can be called anything but a ‘first attempt at writing’. India is and had always been at a state of war. Born in Lagos, Nigeria he lived most of his life in New Delhi and educated in Lagos, Delhi, Mangalore, and Kozhikode.A pharmacist with a management degree, Baramulla Bomber is his first book. Well researched and
impressive in its breadth of scope. The book has been written brilliantly enough to fuel one’s imagination. However the book is amazingly written. But if you persevere through the initial chapters, you will be well rewarded. With this prologue, the stage of Baramulla Bomber is set for a riveting set of events in which Mansur Haider and Adolf
Silfverskiold play a significant role. Hence the contents in the book are powerful, the events mentioned are chillingly real. Whether it was a Jason Bourne or a Brandon Scofield, they were characters and stories that were enthralling and memorable to its readers. But that is not the case with Baramulla Bomber.
The Hospitality and Tourism Industry has seen one of its biggest downturns in history with the sudden onset of COVID-19. Travel bans and restrictions are growing daily as the novel coronavirus continues to move into new regions and countries. The The Family Man is an Indian Hindi-language spy thriller streaming television series created by Raj
Nidimoru and Krishna D.K. for the streaming service Amazon Prime Video and features Manoj Bajpayee as Srikant Tiwari, a middle-class man secretly working as an intelligence oﬀicer for the Threat Analysis and Surveillance Cell (TASC), a ﬁctitious branch of the National Investigation … India–Pakistan relations (Hindi:
;
Urdu:  )ﺑﮭﺎرت ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺗﻌﻠﻘﺎتrefer to the bilateral relations between the Republic of India and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.The relations between the two countries have been complex and largely hostile due to a number of historical and political events.
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